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Abstract
An algorithm for labeling a two-speaker phone call
according to the active speaker  at each time frame is
presented. The algorithm is based on clustering audio
frames according to one features set, and then modeling
speakers for each cluster and resegmenting iteratively,
over a different features set.
The first clustering stage is expected to yield clusters
that contain audio of both speakers grouped according to
the phonetic parts of speech. The second stage is
expected to separate each of those clusters according to
speakers, when the textual content of each cluster is
more uniform.
The methods to measure algorithm performance for
blind segmentation task are discussed.
The algorithm performance is tested and measured  over
conversations from the SPIDRE database[9].

1. Introduction
Most of the work in speaker recognition so far, assumed that
enrollment audio and test audio were segmented so that only a
single speaker is present in each of those segments. In the
enrollment segments the identity of the speaker is known, and
in the test segment the system task is to determine or verify
speaker identity using information extracted from the
enrollment segments.
When such systems are implemented into real life telephony
systems, one finds that conversations are usually two-speaker
conversations and sometimes even more than two speakers
are present in a conversation. Separating those conversations
into single speaker segments, and chaining together all
segments of the same speaker is a task that has to precede  the
speaker recognition task. In some systems the test
conversation can be segmented using the recognizer itself, but
even then the enrollment sessions required for the recognizer
are assumed to be composed of single speaker audio.
In some technical settings the separation of a conversation
into its two parties can be technically done because the two
channels are transmitted separately in the telephone network
and therefore can be separated there. Sometimes echo of  the
other channel can be found in the audio of the separate
channel but this audio can be easily detected and eliminated
using energy comparators. Even in these settings a blind
separation is needed when more than one speaker is present
on one side of the conversation (example: a secretary passing
the call to the boss).
In this work we discuss an algorithm for blind separation of a
conversation of exactly two speakers, using only the
difference in the voice characteristics of the speakers. The two
speakers may be speaking  from different channels (both ends
of a conversation), or a single channel (both on the same side

while the other side was separated technically). This
algorithm can be used when a test conversation comes into a
recognition or verification system. The two speakers are then
separated by this algorithm and the audio of the two speakers
is then tested separately for speaker identity. The algorithm
may also be used to collect enrollment audio for a speaker
when only unsegmented conversations of this speaker are
available. The alternative method would be manually marking
the parts of the conversation where the desired speaker was
speaking. Using the blind separation algorithm this manual
work may be spared though human intervention may still be
required to determine which one of the separated speakers is
the enrolled speaker.
The segmentation of a multi-speaker conversation was
addressed previously in various contexts. Sometimes it was
addressed as a part of the speaker tracking task[1][2], where
reference audio of the target speaker, or even all the acting
speakers, is available beforehand. Sometimes it was addressed
as part of the audio indexing task, in which a complex audio
scene such as radio broadcast, or panel discussion, is
segmented according to speaker, music, background noise
etc[4][5]. Another task that involves segmenting a
conversation into single speaker segments is the adaptation of
a speech recognition algorithm to speaker characteristics in a
multi-speaker conversation[3]. Works of those three kinds
usually concentrated on identifying turning points in the
audio, or labeled each continuous segment, but did not label
distant segments with the same speaker label. Works that did
the segmentation task by modeling the unknown speakers, and
labeling few segments to each speaker, were usually based on
hierarchic   HMM models[6] that were iteratively formed.
Others [7] used Kohonen self organizing maps (SOM) as
competing models for the speakers. In our work, we followed
them in using  self organizing maps though in a different way
as will be discussed in the last section of this paper.

The task of blind separation of speakers was one of the tasks
in the NIST 2000 evaluation[8]. While the algorithm we
describe was not evaluated there, we discuss in this work the
measure used there to estimate algorithm performance, and
add some measures of our own. The SPIDRE database [9],
used to test the performance of this algorithm, is a subset of
the Switchboard database that was also used in the NIST
evaluation.

2. The Algorithm

2.1. General Description

The input to this algorithm is an audio file which contains the
sum of  the two sides of a conversation.
 The algorithm assumes that on each side of the conversation
there is a different speaker and only one speaker on each side.
The algorithm also assumes that the speakers do not speak
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simultaneously.  This assumption is not always true but is a
good enough approximation for real conversations and for the
test data set described in the following section.
The output of the algorithm contains a label for every frame
of the input conversation. The label is ‘1’ for one side of the
conversation and ‘0’ for the other side. Which side is labeled
‘1’ and which is labeled ‘0’ is unimportant for our
requirements.
The algorithm is based on clustering all frames over one
feature space (FFT) and then using another (cepstral) feature
space, modeling each cluster by two models, one for each
speaker. This modeling is done iteratively starting from a
random initial segmentation that improves on each iteration.
The iterative process estimates the likelihood of each frame
assignment to one party or the other, based on the likelihoods
achieved for the surrounding frames on the two models. This
process puts into the algorithm our knowledge that frames that
are close to each other in time have high correlation in their
correct labeling. How far this correlation holds depends on the
average transition rate between speakers in the segmented
call.
The unsupervised clustering method we use in both stages is
based on Kohonen self organizing maps (SOM) [10].

2.2. Algorithm detailed description:

Input: Audio of summed conversation sampled at 8000Hz
Output: “1” or “0” labeling of the audio at 12.5 msec
resolution

 1. Break audio into frames of 25 msec overlapping by
12.5 msec.

 2. For each frame extract two sets of features: an
FFT feature set and a cepstral feature set.

Twelve FFT power features are extracted at 110Hz
resolution covering the range 210Hz to 1530Hz. Twelve
smoothed delta FFT parameters are added to this FFT
features vector.
The cepstral features are the 12 first LPC cepstra, chained
with 12 smoothed delta cepstra parameters. No channel
compensation is needed since in this segmentation task
channel difference between parties actually improves
performance.
 3. Mark each frame of features by an adaptive energy
detector.

Only detected frames  are considered in following steps,
other frames are left as place holders to enable true time
difference estimation between detected frames.

 4. Using the FFT features  train a 2 X 3 SOM (Self
Organizing Map ) by a version of Kohonen
algorithm[10]. Mark each frame  by  one of six
labels, which we term “ a color”,  according to the
nearest SOM unit.

 5. Using the Cepstral features train a separate 3 X 10
SOM  for frames of each color. Map each frame  to
the unit nearest to it in the relevant color SOM .
This unit is termed “ a component”.

 6. Generate a random segmentation of frames by
labeling them ‘1’ or ‘0’ by random..

 7. Resegment the data by the following method:
 • For each frame, considering the component it is
mapped to, compute the log likelihood of it being
generated by each of the two labels.

 • Label each frame by the  label that maximizes
sum of log likelihood for a window  of  constant
width w (typically 0.5sec) centered around the
labeled frame.

 8. Iterate step  7 till a fixed number of iterations is
reached (typically 300).

 9. Output the labels of frames. Frames that are
undetected by the energy detector may be
arbitrarily labeled according  to the last detected
frame.

3. Performance Measures
Measuring the performance of a segmentation algorithm
assuming that the true segmentation is known, may be done in
several ways. The way proposed in NIST evaluation [8], maps
each labeled speaker to a real speaker. The chosen mapping is
the mapping that best overlaps the algorithm segmentation
with the true segmentation. The measured value is the
percentage of time that both segmentations overlap. In the
experiment described hereafter this measure was computed.
We would like to comment that when segmentation is done as
a preprocessing step for speaker recognition or tracking, or for
preparing separate training segments, this measure is not a
sufficient measure for the effect of the preprocessing on the
total task performance. It is especially so, when the
conversation time of the two parties is highly unbalanced.
When one party speaks for 95% of the time and the other
party speaks for 5% of the time, even the trivial algorithm that
labels all frames  ‘0’ would score 95% using the above
scoring method. There are two scores we would like to
suggest here that we consider relevant to the evaluation of the
preprocessing performance of such an algorithm. We call
those scores “sensitivity”  and “specificity”.
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We will  denote T(f) the true labeling of frame f and A’(f) as
the algorithmic labeling of frame f.  Using set theory
notations1 we will define A(f):

A(f) is actually the mapping of A’(f) chosen by the NIST
scoring mechanism when, for clarity, the special case of
exactly 2 parties is treated. In this case A(f) is either the
output of the algorithm or the inverted output, whichever  is
closest to the true segmentation.

The NIST score will then be:

We define the “sensitivity” to be:

And the “specificity”:

 In words, sensitivity is the fraction of the true party ‘i’ that
was correctly labeled for the worst ‘i’ of the two parties. That
means that for each true party of the conversation there is one
labeled party that contains at least the sensitivity fraction of
its audio. This may tell us which percentage of a speaker
audio that exists in the conversation we may lose due to
segmentation inaccuracy.
The specificity is the fraction of the labeled party ‘i’ that
comes from one true speaker, when the worst labeled party in
this sense is considered. This tells that if we send each labeled
party to a recognizer how close  we are to the situation of one
speaker per segment, or how contaminated are the labeled
segments.

4. Experiments
We tested the performance of our algorithm on a subset of

the SPIDRE[9] database. We picked from SPIDRE all target
calls (82 calls) where  speakers on both sides were of the
same gender. The task of segmenting calls of different
genders is considered easier, mainly because of the pitch

                                                          
1We denote  { })(xCx  the number of elements (in this

case audio frames) x  that satisfy the condition )(xC

difference, and therefore is not brought here. All
conversations which were 4-wire recordings were converted
to 2-wire recordings by summing both channels.

The reference segmentation of the SPIDRE database was
produced by using the original 4-wire recording and
comparing energy on both channels. This was done also in 0.1
sec resolution, and a hysteresis comparator was used to avoid
false transitions on pure noise segments.

The algorithmic parameters such as window size, number
of clusters etc.  were adjusted a priori on a different database
and kept unchanged for the test, so the SPIDRE database was
not used as a development data.

The performance of our algorithm depends very much on
the total amount of audio and the balance between the two
parties. In order to demonstrate the effect of the amount of
audio we measured performance for each call on the first 30,
60, 120 and 300 seconds (the last one being the full call
length). The sub-segments of different length also differed in
the balance between the two parties, and short sub-segments
were more frequently highly unbalanced. Separating the effect
of length from the effect of balance, on natural calls, would
require a larger database.

The average results for each conversation length are
brought in the following table. All three performance scores
are listed.
Segment
Length
(sec)

Fraction
of
dominant
speaker

Specificity
Score

Sensitivity
Score

NIST Score

30 0.74 0.49 0.66 0.76
40 0.72 0.54 0.69 0.77
60 0.69 0.68 0.79 0.83

120 0.64 0.79 0.85 0.89
300 0.61 0.83 0.86 0.89

The  results table shows that the performance of the algorithm
stabilizes for segments longer than 2 minutes.  The results for
the 30-40 seconds segments show the large difference
between NIST score and the other scores. The specificity
score shows that on the average on each segment one of the
two labeled parties is contaminated with equal amount of
audio from the other party. This means that this segmentation
on such short segments is useless for further recognition tasks
while from the NIST score it is not clearly indicated.

In Figure 1 a sample audio strip of 20 seconds from the
SPIDRE database is presented together with its reference
segmentation and computed segmentation.

At the “2001 Speaker Odyssey ” presentation we intend to
present and play the segmented output of sample
conversations from SPIDRE database and from our local
database, and thus demonstrate the quality of segmentation in
different conditions.

5. Discussion
The algorithm we presented here is based on the idea of
clustering frames represented in one feature space, and then
working on the resulting clusters of frames, and separating
speakers over a second feature space. We used FFT for the
first feature space and cepstrum for the second. This choice is
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not unique and alternative feature schemes may be tested. The
key idea however is that the first feature space should ideally
separate phonetic parts of speech but be blind to speaker and
channel differences. The resulting clusters will therefore
represent phonetic clusters and each one will contain frames
of the two speakers pronouncing the same phonetic
components of speech. The second feature set is then
expected to be sensitive to speaker identity, but since each
cluster is modeled separately, its variation due to the content
of speech is not that important. The first clustering helps the
second part of the algorithm overcome the variability of the
data due to the textual content of the speech. It is important
that clusters in the first feature space do not form clusters in
the second feature space otherwise this double stage scheme
would not work properly. The number of classes in each
clustering stage was chosen empirically. This number should
be large enough to reflect the variability of the clustered
frames, and should be small enough to keep a reasonable
amount of data in each of the clusters. Unlike the work in [7]
who built a separate SOM model for each speaker and
compared the model accuracy , we used SOM as an
unsupervised  clustering tool of all the data, and the speakers
were modeled by the likelihood of falling into each cluster.

The algorithm described in this work assumed that each
conversation included exactly two speakers. This assumption
does not hold in conference calls, and also in many calls when
speaker on one of the sides change during the conversation.
The algorithm may be generalized for a larger number of
speakers, as long as the number of speakers is known. The
task of automatically determining the number of speakers  in a
conversation should be handled separately, and this algorithm
cannot even test the assumption of a given number of
speakers.  The suggested measures for performance of such an
algorithm may easily be generalized for a larger number of
speakers.

The segmentation results presented here are satisfactory for
sufficiently long  calls, even when the transition rate between
speakers is quite high. As can be seen from the results, the
performance of this algorithm for very short conversations is
poor. The algorithm needs a minimum amount of audio so
that models of separate speakers can converge to
distinguishable distributions. It is expected that the greater the
similarity between the voices of the two parties, and the less
time balanced the conversations,  a longer audio input will be
required in order to properly label the speakers.  This
requirement is expected to grow with number of speakers,
when multi speaker conversations are considered.
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Figure 1: A 20 seconds audio chart  of the two separate channels, the summed channel that was fed to
the segmentation algorithm, the reference segmentation that was generated by energy comparator and
the output of the algorithm.  The inversion of the algorithmic output demonstrates that the actual
labels given to channels are arbitrary. Notice that some short transitions were missed by the
algorithm.


